
environmental causes, most prominently the campaign to stop the construction
of the Narmada Dam. Roy’s international celebrity gave her access to a global
audience, and she “could be depended on to render a complex and unfamiliar
local struggle in the global South intelligible to transnational publics through
her actions and speech acts” (p. 113). In doing this, she became the “face” of
the Narmada Bachao Andolan, displacing the established leaders of a movement
with a lengthy history.

The book will be of interest to scholars interested in media and cultural
studies, and those interested in the ways in which iconic images become
means for social groups to assert their aspirations.

DANIEL A. JASPER
Moravian College

djasper@moravian.edu

Portraiture in Early India: Between Transience and Eternity. By
VINCENT LEFÈVRE. Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2011. xix, 219 pp. $135.00
(cloth).
doi:10.1017/S0021911812001659

Portraiture, like personhood, is a contested category. Vincent Lefèvre selects
a variety of examples from early South and Southeast Asia of what portraits in
those traditions might be. “This book does not pretend at being a ‘history of por-
traiture in early India’ but rather a conceptual reflection on the role of portraiture
in Indian art” (p. 18). As a meditation on theory and visual evidence, it is an excel-
lent provocation, placing emphasis on “function” rather than “likeness”: “portrai-
ture is something one has to be entitled to” (pp. 13–15). His “Introduction:
Portraiture, a Problematic Issue” asserts that “portraiture has been so successful
during the Mughal and posterior periods because there was already an old tra-
dition and that some of the characteristics may have continued to live sometimes
up to the present” (p. 22) without, however, touching on complex issues of how
“Mughal portraiture” functioned.1

“Verisimilitude” may be a better category—truthfulness to function—rather
than “mimesis” (representation or imitation of the real world). “Donor” figures
attending on images of saints and deities in many periods are a “type,” recogniz-
able in form but not identifiable, taking on the “style” of a “real” (Europeanized)
“person” (i.e., more particular musculature, hair, and facial expressions) late in
the colonial period.2 Given the discursive and ruminative nature of Lefèvre’s
text, the index’s lack of concepts like “mimesis” and “semantic” is a drawback.

1Yael Rice, “The Emperor’s Eye and the Painter’s Brush: The Rise of the Mughal Court Artist, c.
1546–1627,” PhD dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 2012.
2John E. Cort, Framing the Jina: Narratives of Icons and Idols in Jain History (Oxford and
New York: Oxford University Press, 2010).
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Lefèvre begins by distinguishing “portrait” from “image” according to three
criteria, “intention, perception, and function”; “written sources will be extremely
important, and it will be necessary to address the relationship between texts and
images” (p. 23). In chapter 1, “Identifying Portraits,” he draws on physical and
literary sources, detailing tales of “mimesis” (pp. 104–5) and “the semantic func-
tion of images” (p. 181) that provide one engaging aspect of his volume.

“Portraiture covers many realities, ranging from realistic painted likeness to
idealized statues and even symbolic objects,” referencing “epigraphic testimonies
. . . that lin. gas [Śiva’s phallic ‘sign’] could be considered as ‘portraits’” (pp. 49–51).
I personally like these speculations, though I do not always find them sufficient.
They stimulate, engage, and provoke, as I am sure they were intended. They are
elaborated with wide-ranging examples in chapter 2, “Viddha/Aviddha: Different
Kinds of Portraits for Different Kinds of Purpose,” where Lefèvre addresses
“The Likeness Issue,” “Physiognomic Portraits,” “Typological Portraits,” and
“Portraiture as Social and Historical Marker,” each making his insistence more
subtle that a portrait is defined by function (even that of double entendre)
rather than by “physiognomic likeness” (p. 72). As an example of what he calls
“the ambiguity of likeness,” he observes that “the individual is not isolated but
is a part of a family or group and therefore it is often as well the lineage as the
individual that is exalted through portraiture” (p. 83).

Chapters 3 and 4 take up case studies: “Portraits, Worship and Divine
Images” and “The Origin of Portraiture and the Representation of Heroes.”
These replace verisimilitude with “the idea of appearance” (p. 129) as a criterion
for portraiture. Of yaks. as, “presented as the tutelary deities,”

3 he writes, “I would
be tempted to understand the word yakkha in the inscriptions as ‘this is the rep-
resentation/image of’” (pp. 134–35)—a “portrait” rather than divinity. This leads
him to viras (heroes) and other speculations that problematize, while remaining
problematic.

Productive points are raised in chapter 5, “The Royal Portrait, Portrait par
excellence?,” which addresses “the most ancient text on image-making, the Citra-
laks. an. a”: “the image presented as a model is that of a human being, not a god,
and it is an idealized imitation of reality”—“the system used . . . applies for any
image of men . . . explaining that everyone must be represented according to
his individuality” (p. 150). And yet the text defines these “individuals” by pro-
portions (and skin color) according to rank: “everyone should have his measure-
ments according to his own digits.” Lefèvre does not find what “looks like an
anthropomorphic system of representation, according to fractional units” discor-
dant with the “individuality” attributed above. The Br.hat Sam. hitā also discusses
physiognomy in terms of “height of the best type of men” (p. 152), hardly a just
criterion for individuated interior representation.

Yet history is measured by such images: “we are dealing with historical
scenes or at least with an iconography the interpretation of which was related
to historical facts” (p. 162). Lefèvre’s meditation raises issues we all must

3Seemingly referring to Alexander Cunningham’s Reports in the nineteenth century.
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address. “Portraiture” is worth problematizing, yet the word remains proble-
matic, weighted by assumptions of individuation, personality, and intimations
of an interior world. I see in front of me the image of memento dolls in Japan,
each made to share the “character and appearance” of a person lost in the
tsunami.4 A typology of individuality need not be representational, but must
suggest the individual.5 This is the ambiguity Lefèvre strives to make us under-
stand, and yet never is it the core ambiguity he helps us find in South Asia.

MICHAEL W. MEISTER

University of Pennsylvania
mmeister@sas.upenn.edu

Mumbai Fables: A History of an Enchanted City. By GYAN PRAKASH. Prin-
ceton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2010. xi, 396 pp. $29.95 (cloth);
$19.95 (paper).
doi:10.1017/S0021911812001660

Through the twentieth century, Bombay exerted a pull in the Indian imagin-
ary as the locus of a definitive modernity. And if the stream of labor migrants that
continues to pour, unabated, into the nation’s largest city is any indication, its
mid-1990s rebranding as Mumbai has marked no diminution in the intensity of
that appeal—notwithstanding the identity politics behind the name change, a
demagogic nativist populism that famously boiled over in the Shiv
Sena-orchestrated anti-Muslim “riots” of 1992–93. Yet the character of the mod-
ernity the image of the city evokes has indeed changed. To track the contours of
that image over the decades—and to relate them to events on local, national, and
transnational levels—is a multifaceted challenge for a historian. Gyan Prakash has
reached for the prize with a generous grasp and a sure touch, andMumbai Fables
is an ambitious and rewarding book.

In designating Mumbai as an “enchanted city,” the book’s title cites the
popular Hindi epithet Mayapuri, City of Illusion. In this long-enduring formu-
lation, the glitter and glamour projected by India’s commercial and media
capital are conceived as maya—“illusion” in the classical Indic sense that
reduces the phenomenal world to the play of appearances that enmesh the
desiring subject. But Prakash’s idea of how Mumbai works its enchantment
on Indian selves is, in fact, neither philosophical nor religious, per the Hindu
(never mind Weberian) concept. Rather, his study centers on the representation
of the city through narrative—stories that verbalize and circulate historically

4From an NHK documentary.
5Sheldon Nodelman, “How to Read a Roman Portrait,” Art in America 63 (1975): 3–33.
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